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A
s RADARSAT-1 spins by,

much about it is hidden from

public scrutiny. Although

spies and warfighters are probably its

largest users, they often go unmen-

tioned in spin doctors’ glowing ac-

counts. For example, a Canadian Space

Agency puff piece by Marc Garneau

presents RADARSAT-1 as a completely

virtuous defender of humanity and glo-

bal ecosystems, but neglects any men-

tion of its use in war. As he says, from:

“protecting our Arctic seas to moni-

toring potential oil spills in Brazil’s deli-

cate ecosystem, RADARSAT-1 has

been benefiting people from all walks

of life, across Canada and the world.”1

Knowing that RADARSAT’s

valuable role in war would not be

viewed favourably by Canadians, who

naively see their nation as a global de-

fender of peace and human rights,

Garneau, the former military weapons

specialist (see p.47), excluded the fact

that RADARSAT has provided vast

amounts of data for intelligence, sur-

veillance and reconnaissance tasks

during recent U.S. wars. (See pp.33-38.)

When pressed, RADARSAT In-

ternational president John Hornsby

said 35% of RADARSAT data was

sold to the military.2 This may not in-

clude that 15% of RADARSAT-1’s

time given to the U.S. government,

in lieu of NASA’s launch services.3

When RADARSAT’s military

uses are mentioned, the discussion is

crafted to “spin” the view that RADAR-

SAT is enlisted to “defend” democracy,

Canadian values and national se-

curity. Couching it in such terms is

typical of corporate media that con-

sistently refer to profit-seeking arms

makers as “defence” companies.

RADARSAT is, in fact, a

major Canadian contribution to U.S.-led

wars that have killed tens of thousands

of innocent civilians in order to defend

RADARSAT: From Spin to Secrecy

Meet “the RADARSAT family of Satellites”
RADARSAT-1

W
hat does NASA say about

RADARSAT-1?

“RADARSAT is a cooperative venture

between NASA and Canada. This so-

phisticated remote sensing satellite car-

ries a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR),

a powerful microwave instrument that

can transmit and receive

signals to see through

clouds and darkness,

obtaining detailed

images of the Earth.

The RADARSAT program ex-

emplifies how domestic and interna-

tional partnerships benefit the world.

Industry, government and the scientific

community in the U.S., Canada and

abroad have contributed funding, ex-

pertise and human resources to build,

launch, operate and commercialize RA-

DARSAT, the world’s most advanced

SAR satellite.”

Source: RADARSAT, National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration (NASA)

<www.earth.nasa.gov/history/radarsat>

RADARSAT-2

A
s for RADARSAT-2, its prime con-

tractor, MacDonald, Dettwiler and

Associates (MDA), says:

“Canada’s RADARSAT-2 Earth-obser-

vation (EO) satellite program incorpo-

rates state-of-the-art technology and

the most advanced commercially-avail-

able EO Synthetic

Aperture Radar

(SAR) imagery to

provide users

around the world

with an enhanced range of high-qual-

ity Earth information products.”

Source: More About RADARSAT-2

www.radarsat2. info/rs2_satel l i te /

overview.asp

Ultra-Fine Resolution

RADARSAT-2’s three-metre “ultra-fine

resolution” will be the “highest-reso-

lution SAR commercially available.”

Source: RADARSAT-2 Data products

www.space.gc.ca/asc/eng/satellites/

radarsat2/inf_data.asp

“The world’s most ad-

RADARSAT-3

R
ADARSAT-3 will be even more

military-oriented than -1 and -2.

The Department of National Defence

(DND) which plans to be a “full partner

in RADARSAT 3,” said “Defence sur-

veillance activities is ranked as the No.1

application for RADARSAT 3.”1

The Canadian Space Agency

(CSA) contracted MacDonald, Dettwil-

er to study a “tandem mission” for

RADARSAT-2 and -3 to capture “the

first...complete 3-D elevation mapping

of the entire planet.”2 It is “the most

advanced space-borne land information

and mapping mission ever conceived.”3
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